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by lan Thompson
I readJohn Hudson's article 'A novel method of subtraction'
(Hudson, 2009) rvith interest. There is no doubt that the
procedure,which he calls the 'tens complement' method, is
mathematicallysound, but I have misgivings as to whether
it is pedagogicallysound.To illustrateJohn's method I shall
talk you through the'patter' involved in the calculation:
Startingwith the right-hand digit of the subtrahend,rvrite
down its complement in 10, i.e. write down 2. Moving to
the left, rvrite dorvn the complementin 9 of the remaining
digits, i.e. write dorvn 2 and 7, respectively.Now ADD
these complements to the corresponding digits of the
m i n u e n d5 6 3 .S o ,2 + 3 i s 5 , 2 + 6 i s 8 a n d T + 5 i s 1 2 .I n
the final stagediscard the I in the number 12, giving the
a n s w e r2 8 5 .
563

-1,?]L
285
In the article John compares his method with what he
describesas the 'traditional method involving borrorving'.
However, for me the traditional method that involves
borrowing is the one that I learned at school. It was only
later that I discoveredthat it was called'equaladditions' and
that it was 'banned' by LEAs in the 1970s.The patter
associatedwith the caiculationmight be:
Three take awayeight... you can't,so borrow a ten and pa-v
back to the next column. 13 take 8 is 5. Sevenand one is
e i g h t . 6 t a k e a w a - v8 . . . y o u c a n ' t ,s o b o r r o w a t e n a n d p a y
back to the next column.l6 take away 8 is 8. Two and one
makesthree, and 5 take 3 is 2, so the answeris 285.
16 t3

56 Z
-2t718
285
The procedure that John is actually comparing his method
to is'decomposition'.The patter in this caseruns something
like:
Three take away eight... you can't, so exchangeone of the
six tens for ten ones,and add theseto the rhree. 13 take 8
makes 5. Five tens take away seven tens... you can't, so
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exchangeone of the five hundreds for ten tens, and add
these to the existing five. l5 take 7 is 8. In the hundreds
column, four take lwo is tu'o.
l

t5 l-l

56]
-27 8
285

When I first started teaching maths I had to learn this
newfangled'decomposition'method, and was instructed by
the head of department not to say 'borrowing' but
'exchanging'.
I rvas shown how this procedure could be
modelled perfectly using Dienes base-tenarithmetic blocks
and was informed authoritativelv that all children would
progress smoothly from working with the blocks to
successfully performing written calculation using the
decomposition algorithm. Imagine my disappointment
when my Year 7 children, despite actually being fairll'
successfulrvhen rvorking with the apparatus,struggledwith
the written algorithm. It was much later that I came to
realizethat, as Paul Cobb (1987)succinctly argued,
"the pupil onlv seesthe manipulativematerial and not the
mathematicalrelationshipsthat adults recognizein it",
and also that, as Deborah Ball (1992)cleverly quipped,
"although kinaestheticexperiencecan enhanceperception
and thinking, understandingdoes not travel through the
fingers and up the arm".

The Secondary Mathematics Framework
The Key Stage 3 National StrategyFranework for Teaching
Mathematics:Years7, 8 and 9 (DfEE, 2001)doesnot include
specific written strategies for subtraction, preferring to
stipulate only that children need to be able to 'use efficient
column methods'. The document suggeststhat teachers
should consult the Y4, Y5, Y6 examplesin order to seewhat
strategiesthe children moving to secondaryschool may well
have been taught. However, the revised framework (DfES,
2006a)does not include this information. Vhat it should
include, but doesnot, is a referenceto the Primary National
Strategy's Guidance Paper: Calculation (DfES, 2006b),
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particularly as the main recommended method in this
document is actually different from all of those included in
the original Y4, Y5, Y6 examples.
'expandedmethod'of subtraction
In this guidancepaper an
procedure
involves the partitioning
is recommended.This
of, say, three-digit numbers into multiples of a hundred,
m u l t i p l e so f t e n a n d s o m er e m a i n i n go n e s .
150
400

5e

13

.1 15 13

-)

500+60*3-+ 5€e+6e+3
-200+70+8
-200+70+8

56]
-278

285

200+80+5

The final stage looks identical to decomposition,but the
earlier stages,the underlying concept and the language
involved are all very different. The decompositionconcept
of exchanging 100 for ten tens, and then exchanging a 10
're-partitioning' method:
for ten ones has evolved into a
re-partitioning 563 into the non-canonical partition
400 + 150 + 13. There is relevant researchevidence(Ross,
1989)that shows that children generallyfind this difficult.
This might well be expectedgiven the fact that the language
we use to express563 in words,i.e. fioe hundredand sixtythree,
actualll'doesthe partitioning for us, whereasexpressing563
a s 4 0 0 + 1 5 0 + 1 3 s e e m sq u i t e u n n a t u r a l .

No doubt the writers of the PNS guidancepaperwould place
their re-partitioning strategy nearer still to the relational
end, but I am not so sure. Unfortunately, there is no research
evidence yet to support either view. The proof of the
puddingwill be in the eating.

An Alternative Method
There is one particular subtraction method that I believe
would sit very near the relational understandingend of the
'complementary addition' (or
continuum, and this is
'shopkeeper arithmetic'). It is the only subtraction
procedure that progresses naturally from basic mental
calculationthrough a rangeof levelsof jottings and informal
notation to a more formal written notation' although it does
depend on children's having had substantialexperienceof
the difference aspectsof subtraction. (For an interesting
'difference'in subtractionseeRowland, 2006.)
discussionof
This progressionis probably best illustrated by a sequence
of calculations.
Mental calculation
Level l: counting up

32-29

' T w e n t y - n i n e . . .t h i r t y , t h i r t y - o n e ,t h i r t y - t w o . . .
It's 3.'

Comparison of Methods

Level 2: adding up

If we consider Skemp's (1976) concepts of instrumental
understanding and relational understanding as lying on a
continuum) I would argue that Hudson's tens complement
method is very near the instrumental end: children write
down the complement of the units in the subtrahend;they
then add these complements to the minuend; and finally
'discard' the leading digit (which is always a one) of the
answer.There is no attempt to help children understandthe
'discarding' of unwanted bits is not a
algorithm, and the
processwe meet very often in mathematics!
Equal additions would lie slightly to the right of the
tens complement method. It is an instrumental procedure
that is not conducive to the development of relational
understanding.For example,it never really made senseto
'borrowed a ten' from one place and
me at school that you
'paid it back' to a different place. You would never get away
with borrowing ten pence from one friend and paying it
back to another! However, a change in the language,
'borrowing and paying
dropping the meaninglessphrase
back' and introducing the idea of equivalent calculations
giving the sameanswercan make the procedureintelligible
to some people.

52
-34
18

+2
)

54
-36
18

+3
-)

57
-39
18

+1
J

58
40
18

Nearer to the relational understanding end of the Skemp
continuum we would find the decomposition method. The
practical exemplification of the procedure via base-ten
materialscan help some children make senseof the algorithm,
although, supporting what was mentioned earlier, Kath Hart
(1989)found in her researchinto the mathematicallearning
of 8- to l3-year-olds that children struggled to make the
anticipated connections between the manipulation of
practical apparatus and the use of the decomposition
algorithm in their pencil and paper calculations.

30

9 . 2- 8 . 6
'8.6... So that's point four up to 9 and anotherpoint
two to 9.2.. . So that makes0.6'

Calculation with lottings
Level l: Three steps
2 2 . 4- 1 7 . 8

22

1 7. 8 1 8

2 2.4

Level 2: Two steps
2 2 . 4- 1 7 . 8

*4'4

*0.2

,

22.4

1 7. 8 1 8
Written methods
Level l: Five steps

326
-u8
2
20

r00
20
--4

(-+ 180)
(-+ 200)
(-+ 300)
(-+ 320)
/+

126)

168
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Level2: Four steps
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(-+ 180)
(-+ 200)

20
t20

/+

120)

(--> 326)

6
148
Level 3: Three steps

326

-r78

(-+ 180)
(-+ 200)
(-+ 326)

L

20
t26
148
Level 4: Two steps
326

-r78

n
t26
l48-

(-+ 200)
(-+ 326)

Editors'Note
This is lan's I lOth article, the first of which appearedin this very journal
in September 1981. As he retires from this activity this year, the editors
would wish to thank him for what is by any standards a significant
commitment and contribution to the professional development of
mathematics teachers.

Conclusion
This complementary addition srrategy for written
subtraction has one important advantage over all of the
others: it involves choice.As can be seenfrom the four levels
illustrated in the written section above,children can selecta
level commensuratewith their current level of performance
and of confidence.The most able children, who should know
their complements in 100,will be able to execurethree-digit
subtractions in just two steps; those less conhdent
individuals could choose the three- or four-step procedure;
and those lacking in conhdence might choose the five-step
version. In addition to this, each level can be supported by
the empty number line where more formal notation is not
required. In the caseof all the other algorithms discussedin
this article there is little or no choice at all.
This procedure is also used frequently in everyday life.
Giving change in shops (or more likely these days just on
market stalls) involves the complementary addition strategy,
building up from the cost of the item to rhe amounr
proffered. It is also used when subtracting or finding the
difference in a measure context. For example, most people
solve time problems using this method: 'It's 9:40 now and
my train is at ll:25. So how much time haveI got?...20
minutes plus an hour plus 25 minutes... so that's an hour
and three-quarters'.
To sum up, the main advantages of the complementary
addition strategy are:
. relative easeofunderstanding
. continuous
calculation

progression

from

mental

to

written

. connection with real life
and, most important of all,
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. the potential for the child to choosea level commensurate
with their level of confidence at rhe rime the calculation
has to be done.
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